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Going inside Jerusalem's underground city of the
dead
By Oren Liebermann, CNN
 Updated 0801 GMT (1601 HKT) September 25, 2016
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Jerusalem's largest cemetery running out of space 01:57
Jerusalem (CNN) — In Jerusalem's largest cemetery the
deceased have a need that the living cannot fulﬁll: more
space.

Story highlights
Demand for burial spots in Jerusalem is
extremely high
The city has embarked on a $50 million
project to build a huge underground cemetery

The Givat Shaul cemetery, which sprawls across a hilltop on
the northwestern edge of the city, contains more than
200,000 burial spots, and nearly every one is full, marked
with a carved headstone and adorned with ﬂowers and
memorial candles.

The underground cemetery will bring back a
centuries-old method of burial
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Burial spots cover nearly every acre of the cemetery, separated
http://edition.cnn.com/2016/09/25/middleeast/jerusalemundergroundcityforthedead/

only by access roads and walkways. The
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Burial spots cover nearly every acre of the cemetery, separated only by access roads and walkways. The
graves form
a neatly+ organized pattern across the entire area.
Regions

Artist's rendering of the completed underground cemetery, showing graves on the ﬂoor and
in the wall
Terracing the cemetery was the ﬁrst way to create more space, with three-story structures dramatically
increasing the available area. But even those spots are nearly full, since demand for burial in Jerusalem is so
high.
Jewish prophecy says the dead will rise from their graves after the coming of the Messiah, and those closest to
Jerusalem will be resurrected ﬁrst.
"Your dead will live; their corpses will rise. You who lie in the dust, awake and shout for joy, for your dew is as
the dew of the dawn, and the earth will give birth to the departed spirits," reads Isaiah 26:19.

Subterranean cemetery
The solution is to go deep -- and not just six feet under.
Underneath the Givat Shaul cemetery, inside the core of the mountain known as the Mount of the Resting,
tunneling teams are drilling out extensive caverns stretching 150 feet (45 meters) underground. The end result
will be a massive subterranean cemetery with space for 22,000 burial spots.
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This vertical shaft will be the center of the underground cemetery
It's an underground city of graves.
"My friends call it the mall because it looks like a mall in the (artist's) illustrations and it's going to be covered
with nice rock -- but yes, it's a burial spot," said Arik Glazer, General Manager of Rolzur Tunneling.
People have been buried in underground caverns for centuries.
READ: Ancient shipwreck releases human remains from watery grave
The Catacombs in Paris and Rome are but two examples of these internments. The di㴂erence with the new
Jerusalem complex is the scale of the project, which will cost more than $50 million and feature almost a
dozen tunnels, each full of burial spaces.

http://edition.cnn.com/2016/09/25/middleeast/jerusalemundergroundcityforthedead/
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Tunneling teams work in a section of the underground cemetery that has already been
cleared out
"The unique thing is that these graves are going to be the most similar to the graves that were in biblical times,
meaning the bodies were actually put on the stone, on the rock itself," said Glazer.
In biblical times, tombs were cut directly into the rock and the dead were laid on natural stone platforms. Such
tombs are mentioned in the Gospel of Matthew and the Book of Judges among other places. Abraham, Isaac,
and the biblical patriarchs and matriarchs were buried underground in the Cave of the Patriarchs, according to
the Book of Genesis -- also known as the Ibrahimi Mosque.

Centuries-old practice renewed
But today such burials are rare, replaced by co〃ns or artiﬁcial concrete burial places. Many avoid burial
altogether, opting for cremation.
The underground cemetery will bring back the centuries-old method of burial, Glazer said. "We are retrieving
an ancient tradition and using some modern technologies to do that."

http://edition.cnn.com/2016/09/25/middleeast/jerusalemundergroundcityforthedead/
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The long corridors resemble a gallery ...
The project, which started last year, will take at least ﬁve more years to complete. But the ﬁrst burials will take
place in late-2017, Shachor said, when the ﬁrst passages are completed.
Asked if people may have a psychological problem being buried underground, Shachor said he believes
skeptics will overcome their doubts.
"The most important thing is that it's according to the Jewish tradition. Everybody will be buried in the ground,
and this ﬁts the Jewish tradition ... there won't be any problems."
READ: 2,000-year-old Roman coin discovered in Jerusalem
But Shachor knows that this underground site is a temporary solution to an eternal problem.
"I have to ﬁnd a solution for the next 20, 30 years, and the people who will take my place will have to ﬁnd a
solution for a longer time."
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